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Daylight Reconnaissance, Contact, and Dummies:  Enemy surface ships in same area are instantly and automatically contacted.  Enemy surface ships in island areas are also automatically detected. Transports anchored to land troops are automatically detected, Day or Night.  See air recon rules.  Dummies for Deception:  In addition to real naval and air units, players get to use ship group and air unit or submarine - 3 each - dummy markers.  Contacted/exposed Dummies are taken off the mapboard at Night for re-entry at the start of the next Day turn.   

Ship Group Movement and Groupings:
  U.S. old battleships, invasion transports, and little escort carriers and any Damaged ships may move only 1 hex per 3-hour turn.  All other ship units may move 2.  Ships may freely move in and through island hexes.
  There is a limit of 20 ships in a group, but there is no limit to how many groups can be on a hex, and they can be represented by just one marker.  Task groups move at their slowest ship's speed.  Task group markers are moved - concealed - on the board, until discovered by air, sub, or surface contact.  Task group ships may recombine with other ships/task groups at sea, although risking Collision if attempting to do that at Night, and transports may not recombine at night at all.  
  Transports and U.S. Landings:  Each landing force unit has 12 transports carrying 1 ground combat factor each.  The invasion force piece is only used only for combat selection.  Landings can only be made in daytime.  Transport units stay in their island areas for supply purposes.
Submarines – Either side may call off its submarine attacks before the game or at 0000 hrs, to avoid sub losses: .  
  Contact:  The Japanese have a specific submarine strength of 24, and the (n) IJN Subs Left counter is placed on Turn 24 to be moved down as losses are incurred.  American submarines are not counted.  Each hex of ships incurs a 17% risk of submarine contact/attack per turn.  On top of this, the IJN sub contact possibility is rolled again for an n/24 chance - rounded down to the nearest 17% percentile.  One of the task groups in the hex is then randomly selected for the attack.  In the next turn (only) after a successful Damaging sub attack, a sub has a special, extra 33% chance of contacting and attacking the Damaged ship again.  Anti-Submarine:  If there is 1 destroyer division in the task group, American subs risk a 17% and Japanese subs 33% chance of being sunk before they can attack.  If there are 2 desdivs in the task group, the chances are 33% and 67% respectively.  Add 17% against Japanese subs in daytime, if there are any American carriers in the same hex as the targeted task group.  Attack:  In daytime, the attacking sub may pick its target.  At night, it randomly chooses from any cruisers, carriers, battleships, or freighters in the task group.  Use the T attack column
  Air operations - may not be conducted in a task force recombination turn or at night:
  Land and carrier base capacities:  Any number of Japanese air units may be based on Guam, Saipan, and Palau, but only 2 on Iwo Jima.  Aircraft may return and land on a carrier other than their own or if Japanese on a land base, but may not exceed the base’s original capacity.  An island’s airbase can be destroyed by just 1 turn of U.S. battleship shellfire.
  Air reconnaisance:  Unless an island’s airbase has been destroyed by 3 battleships’ gunfire, it is sending searches out 600 miles/6 hexes.  The probability all the U.S. task groups a hex are revealed is 100% to 17%, the 1-6 hexes out.  A revealed task group remains so until night at which time it is re-concealed and all dummies may be redeployed. .
  Air Range:   Japanese Betty bombers have a round-trip range of 5, all other Japanese air units have a range of 3.  All U.S. air units have a range of 2.  Units may fly/strike 1 hex farther, but there is a 33% risk of an air unit crashing (and being destroyed instead), if the air unit is returning at that 1-additional-hex range.  An air unit may return or go on to another base and making its strike along the way, except that only carrier air units may land on carriers.
  Air Strikes:  Aircraft cannot be launched from a carrier if it has just moved a hex S, SW, or NW.  Each attacking air unit must risk Combat Air Patrol (CAP) interceptors and AntiAircraft (AA) gunfire.   For CAP, each individual fleet or light carrier in a task group adds a 17% chance - 33% for an escort carrier group - of shooting down and destroying an attacking air unit, up to a limit of 17% for the Japanese and 67% for the Americans.  For AA, each ship unit (except for single cruisers, unless there are 2 of those) adds a 17% chance of shooting down and destroying an attacking air unit up to a basic limit of 17% for Japanese ships and 67% for American ships - plus an additional 17% against torpedo bombers and/or Bettys (because they were so large).  Dive bombers can increase hitting probability by 1 or 2 numbers on the die if willing to risk a 17% each higher probability of being first shot down by descending to lower release altitudes.  D or DS damage from bombing destroys any air units aboard the carrier at that moment.
Naval surface battle occurs the instant opposing ships are in the same hex.
  If more than one task group is in a hex which is attacked, the owning player decides which task group to defend with first.
  Day Combat:  Individual ships gun-fire alternating ship by ship with an American ship firing first.  There are no torpedo attacks, except if withdrawing.
  Night Combat:  Before Night combat, there is first a Surprise determination die roll:  1-2 the Japanese get the advantage of Surprise, 3 neither side gets it, and 4-6 the U.S. gets it.  A Surprising task group can forego fighting the first task group it encounters and go on to try to try to surprise and attack another group (containing transports, perhaps, like our U.S. destroyers did at Balikpapan). The surprising side gets both gunfire and torpedo fire against random/upside-down targets and may then choose to withdraw without suffering counter-fire.  If it decides to stay for another round, the battle is continued in the manner of daylight combat, until one side decides to withdraw - see below - or is annihilated.
  Use the Battle Board.  There must be at least 1 battle round - by just the night-surprising side, if it chooses to hit and run.  Each ship not yet sunk can fire and can divide its fire if it has more than 1 firing.  Damage takes effect immediately, so it is wise to target first enemy ships which have not fired.  D guns may only fire at enemy ships in adjacent ranges.  CL and DL guns may fire up to 2 ranges away.  All larger - CA and above - may fire up to 3 ranges away.  Ships may be relocated after a battle round.  When friendly ships are eliminated from the friendly Screening position, the owning player may move other ships up into it for the next battle round.  If he does not, the opposing player may move his ships across into it, and if those include 3-range ships they may fire on the friendly Screened ships. U.S. torpedoes may only fire 1 range – Japanese 2.  (Notes of which ships have fired torpedoes will have to be kept. . 
  Withdrawal/flight and Pursuit:  If one side decides to flee - Japanese player decides first - the fugitive ships must retreat to the hex from which they came or to one adjacent to it, even if occupied by enemy ships and risking another battle.
  The winning side may pursue with ships moving at a faster speed, but then the fleeing side can launch any remaining torpedoes at the pursuing ships, Day or Night, before there is another round of gunfire. .
    General ship gun/armor class descriptions:  D=Destroyer, DL=Destroyer Leader, CL=Light Cruiser, CA=Heavy Cruiser, BC=Battle Cruiser, B=Battleship, BB=Modern( 16”) Battleship, and SBB = SuperBattleship (18").  The rating in a ship unit’s lower right is its armor/defense class.  If that is in brackets, it means it is only defensive – not an offensive/firing rating/caliber as well, as is usual.  Note that there are multiple firings at different calibers for many larger ships.
NAVAL WEAPONS MATRIX - Attacker vs. Defender by classes:
Target ship:\ Firing ship:	D	DL	CL	CA	 BC	B,T	BB,TL		SBB
Subs			    See rule	-	-	-	-	-	-		-
Landing Force		+4	+3	+4	+3	+3	+3	+3		+3	
D				0	+1	+2	+2	+2	+2	+2		+2
DL				0	0	+1	+2	+3	+4	+4		+4
CL				-2	-1	0	+1	+2	+3	+4		+5
CA				-2	-2	-1	0	+1	+2	+3		+4
BC				-3	-2	-2	-1	0	+1	+2		+3
B				-3	-3	-2	-2	-1	0	+1		+2
BB				-	-	-3	-2	-2	-1	0		+1
SBB				-	-	-	-3	-2	-2	-1		0
	TL = Deadly Japanese cruiser and destroyer "Long Lance" torpedoes
NAVAL COMBAT RESULTS TABLE:						Aerial or Sea	
Die Roll	-3	-2	-1	 0 	+1	+2	+3	+4	+5	Torpedo Attacks	Bombing
A     B														
6      1		D	D	DS	DS	Sk	Sk	Sk	Sk	Sk	Hit			Hit
5      2		-	D	D	DS	DS	DS	Sk	Sk	Sk	Hit			Hit
4      3		-	-	-	-	D	DS	DS	Sk	Sk	Hit			-
3      4		-	-	-	-	-	D	DS	DS	Sk	-			-
2      5		-	-	-	-	-	-	D	DS	DS	-			-
1      6		-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-			-

    Attacks against Damaged ships are shifted 1 combat results column to the attacker's favor.  Once Damaged, a ship rolls for a 50% chance - in each round including the current one, if it had not yet fired - to fire its guns or torpedoes.
  Hit  Japanese Vals bomb under the CA results column – all others under the BC column – and aerial torpedo attacks are of course resolved under the T column.
Combat results - Weak units are single CA or CL cruisers and single light/CL-rated carriers:
D = Attacked ship unit is Damaged and has a 50% chance to fire (immediately and in following battle rounds).  A second D against a weak unit sinks it.  Air units on a carrier and its CAP value are destroyed, if it is Damaged by bombs - but only half of an escort carrier unit's - unless the air units are in the air at the moment of attack (in which case they can land on another carrier).  Damaged ships' speed becomes Slow - 1 hex per turn.  1 Transport sunk from Landing Force.
  A Damaged ship cannot be repaired and must sail its 1 hex per turn back toward its own side of the chartboard and exit as soon as possible.
DS = Sunk outright if a Weak unit.  Otherewise Damaged, but an already Damaged ship unit is Sunk.  2 Transports sunk.  Japanese aircraft carriers suffer an additional 33% chance of blowing up.
Sk = Sunk outright.  4 Transports sunk.
GROUND COMBAT RESULTS - Attacker:Defender strength - round fractions down – 3 U.S. battleships in an island hex cut U.S. losses to 50%, but round any fractions up.  Attacker may wager/bet up to 2 combat factors to be risked beyond basic result.  Combat upon landing and at end of each day.
Die Roll	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1 or greater
A     B
6      1		+1	+2	+2	+2	+3	+4
5      2		=	+1	+1	+1	+2	+3
4      3		-1	=	=	+1	+1	+2
3      4		-2	-1	=	=	+1	+1
2      5		-3	-2	-1	=	=	+1 (I.E., 1 more defending combat factor must be lost than attacking combat factor(s risked).)
1      6		-4	-3	-2	-1	=	=

Replacements of lost Japanese air units:  One Japanese land-based air unit may come down from Japan via Iwo Jima in the first daylight turn of each day, unless Iwo's airfield has been destroyed by 3 American battleships.
Starting Forces, Setup, Allied Reinforcements - Japanese ships may sail onto the board as late as the 9th turn: 
  Japanese:  First secretly rolls a die to see if he has broken the American code - 17% chance.  If so, he may deploy his ships already on the chart, anywhere west of Saipan.  Or a 33% chance of learning of the invasion generally and being able to enter on the western or southwestern mapboard edge on the first turn. If not, they may start from the western or southwestern edge of the board 8 turns after the first detection of U.S. ships on the chartboard.
  Land-based (Betty and Zero) air attack units are placed on any of the islands, with a limit of 2 on Iwo Jima.
  6 Japanese ground factors begin the game on Guam and 8 on Saipan.  Keep track of their strengths on the Turn Record Track. .
    Allies:  Allied warships are organized into any task groups the Allied player wishes and start the game entering from the eastern edge.  The Landing Force units must start no later than Turn 3.  The others may start whenever the Allied player wishes.
    Each landing force has 12 transports carrying 1 ground combat factor each  Keep track of their strengths on the Turn Record Track.
End of Game: ... occurs when all surviving Japanese surface warships have been withdrawn off the southwestern, western or northwestern edge of the gamechart, and they must be by the last turn.  (Any still on the board are considered out of fuel and lost.)  Ground combat for the islands is continued even past the end of turns, until the final outcome is determined.




Each 3-Hour Time Period's/Game Turn’s Sequence - within each phase, the Japanese player decides/acts first:
·	Air reconnaissance.
·	1st Sea Movement hex for fast/2-hex ship task groups - Japanese, then Allies.
·	2nd Sea Movement hex of both fast and slow ship task groups - Japanese, then Allies - with chance of sub detection and attacks.  Air movement and strikes, which are simultaneous.
·	Landings and ground combat.

Winning – Victory Points:  
  Victory points for ships sunk, by type:  Each (on a piece) fleet carrier 6, SBB (Y or M) 6, BB 5, B 4, CA or CL  or USN Sub 2 each, and 1 each for air units, IJN subs, transports, and U.S. or IJA ground unit factors lost at sea or on land.  10 points to the side winning final control of Saipan and 5 for Guam.
    If the Japanese have broken the U.S. codes, they get no points for this.  They do get 5 (compensatory) points if they have learned of the invasion generally and arrive on the chartboard simultaneously with the U.S. and lose more than 5 victory points in surface ships, and they get 10 points if they are caught flat-footed and are delayed a full day entering the chartboard and lose more than 10 victory points in surface ships.
Note:  Since the “Marianas Turkey Shoot” was so imbalanced to the Allied advantage, 20 victory points should be subtracted from the Allied total, and that may be too few, at that.

Players in Oslo Norway's Ares Spillklubb:  Sten
Special thanks to , 
Research sources:
Internet:  Wikipedia general article on the raid, orders of battle there and elsewhere, other (often personal) accounts.
Books, Articles:
Rohwer, J., and G. Hummelchen.  Chronology of the War at Sea, 1939-1945.  2nd, revised edition.  U.S. Naval Institute, 1992.


The game's design, play of the game, historical commentary:

  Although historically our Marianas landings and the Battle of the Philippine Sea was indeed a “Turkey Shoot,” what if ….  

  I try to put opposing players in the historical commanders' fog of war mental state - not knowing each other's intentions.

 At this point, I have no idea of play balance, SO FEEDBACK IS REQUESTED.  :-)



